Abstract-The underwater environment presents many challenges for robotic sensing including highly variable lighting and the presence of dynamic objects such as fish and suspended particulate matter. The dynamic six-degree-of-freedom nature of the environment presents further chalenges due to unpredictable external forces such as current and surge. Despite these chalenges the aquatic environment presents many real and practical applications for robotic systems. A common requirement of many of these tasks is the need to construct accurate 3D representations of specific environmental structures. In order to address these needs we have developed a stereo visioninertial sensing device that has been successfuly deployed to reconstruct complex 3D structures in both the aquatic and terrestrial domains. The sensor combines 3D information, obtained using stereo vision algorithms, with 3DOF inertial data to construct 3D models of the environment. The resulting model representation is then converted to a textured polygonal mesh for later processing. Semi-automatic tools have been developed to aid in the processing of these representations. Reconstruction and segmentation of coral and other underwater structures Fig. 1 . The AQUA robot shown with a diver for scale. The robot is powered obtained with the sensor are presented.
[5], [6] , [7] , [8] ). Terrestrial SLAM algorithms often assume within the AQUA robot. We combine range information exa predictable vehicle odometry model in order to assist tracted from stereo irnagery with 3DOF orientation from an in the probabilistic association of sensor information with inertial measurement unit (IMU) within a SLAM algorithm salient visual features. The underwater domain necessitates to accurately estimate dense 3D models of the environment solutions to the SLAM problem which are more dependent and the trajectory of the sensor. It is important to note that upon sensor information than is traditional in the terrestrial although the AQUASENSOR does not process the collected domain. This has prompted recent research in robotic vehicle data in realtime, the algorithms used to analyze the data are design, sensing, localization and mapping for underwater being developed with realtime performance in mind. vehicles (see [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] ).
The AQUASENSOR is sealed within a custom underwater housing that permits operation of the device to a depth II. AQUA AND THE AQUASENSOR of 30 metres. The sensor is operated either via an IEEE One vehicle that requires robust and versatile sensing 802.1 Ig wireless link for surface operation, or via waterproof strategies to extract 3D models of the environment is the switches mounted on the exterior of the sensor. The wireless AQUA robot (see Figure 1 and [13] ). The AQUA robot is interface onboard the sensor provides status information a visually guided autonomous robot developed through a and sarnple imagery to offboard devices. LEDs mounted on collaboration between researchers at Dalhousie University, the exterior of the sensor provide status information to the McGill University, and York University. The vehicle is operator. The LEDs and waterproof switches are the only a hexapod capable of amphibious operation. On land, its communication possible with the device when submerged.
legs provide foot-ground contact that propels the vehicle. Although designed primarily to be integrated within the Underwater these same legs act as flippers or fins to drive AQUA housing, the AQUASENSOR was also designed to the vehicle both along the surface of the water and at depths be deployed independently of the AQUA vehicle. Although of up to 30 metres. In order to meet the sensing needs of bulky when handled in the terrestrial domain, it is easily the AQUA robot a series of visual-inertial sensors [14] have operated by a single diver underwater (Figure 2(b) ). been constructed. The primary goal of these sensors is to III. OBTAINING LOCAL SURFACE MODELS collect high framerate multi-camera video imagery coupled Upon return to the surface, data from the AQUASENSOR with synchronized time-stamped inertial information. This is offloaded to higher performance computers and a larger data is later processed off-line to obtain 6DOF ego-motion disk array for processing. Recovering accurate depth from and 3D models of the environment. Although we describe stereo imagery is performed by leveraging the optimized the standalone sensor package here, the long-term goal is sum-of-squared differences algorithm implemented in the to incorporate the sensing hardware and algorithms into the Point Grey Triclops library'. This provides a dense set of 3D vehicle itself.
points per acquired image frame. To estimate the motion of
In order to permit the sensor package to be operated the camera, point sets from different times are combined into independently of the robot itself, an independent sensor a common reference frame. The change in the 6DOF position package known as AQUASENSOR (Figure 2 ) has been and orientation of the sensor between frames is estimated by developed. The hardware design goal for the AQUASEN-tracking interesting features temporally, using only features SOR is to provide a compact, fully-contained unit that is that correspond to estimated 3D locations in both framnes. (1) First, "good" features are extracted from the reference i=1 camera at time t using the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi feature The rotation, R(.), and scale, s, are estimated using a linear tracking algorithm (see [15] , [16] ) and are tracked into least-squares approach (detailed in [18] ). After estimating the subsequent image at time t + 1. Using the disparity the rotation, the translation is estimated by transfomning the map previously extracted for both time steps, tracked points centroids into a common frame and subtracting. that do not have a corresponding disparity at both time t The final step is to refine the rotation and translation and t + 1 are eliminated. Surviving points are subsequently using a noninear Levenberg-Marquardt minimization [19] triangulated to determtne the metric 3D points associated over six parameters. For this stage we parameterize the with each disparity.
rotation as a Rodrigues vector [20] and estimate the rotation
In underwater scenes, many objects and points are visually and translation parameters by minimizing the transformation similar and thus many of the feature tracks will be incorrect. error Dynamic illumination effects, aquatic snow, and moving n objects (e.g. fish) increase the number of spurious points
(2) that may be tracked from frame-to-frame. To overcome these problems, we employ robust statistical estimation techniques to label the feature tracks as belonging to either a static or In practice, we find that the minimization takes few iterations non-static world model. This is achieved by estimating a to minimize the error to acceptable levels and as such rotation and translation model under the assumption that the does not preclude realtime operation. This approach to pose scene is stationary. The resulting 3D temporal correspon-estimation differs from the traditional Bundle-Adjustment dences are associated with stable scene points for the basis approach [21] in the structure-from-motion literature in that of later processing.
it does not refine the 3D locations of the features as well
We represent the camera orientation using a quatemion as the trajectory. We chose not to refine the 3D structure to and compute the least-squares best-fit rotation and trans-limit the number of unknowns in our minimization and thus lation for the sequence in a two stage process. First, provide a solution to our system more quickly. 
B. IMU Integration C. Reconstruction Algorithm Egomotion estimation via visual motion introduces at least
The reconstruction algorithm is summarized below: two sources of error in the estimate of 6DOF pose. First, the 1) Perform stereo algorithm and extract 3D point cloud point-cloud registration computed from feature tracks can at time t never be perfect. As such, there is always a small residual 2) Track salient features from time t to t -1 error in the registration per frame which accumulates over 3) Prune 2D features to only the ones with a correspondtime. Second, the intrinsic camera parameters are not known ing 3D point perfectly and any error in these parameters introduces an 4) Estimate 3D vision-only pose change using RANSAC, error in each 3D point. In particular, the radial distortion CAM qb, Tt estimate of the lens is prone to error and as a result the 5) Compute IMUq6 and qt as above per-point error is non-uniform over the visual field. This 6) Refine qt, Tt using Levenberg-Marquardt minimization can introduce an artificial surface curvature in the 3D point for a few iterations (2-3) clouds which is subtle but noticeable when many frames are 7) Apply the pose to the point cloud and add the point registered. This effect can be seen in Figure 3(a) . Here, the cloud to the octree data structure registration error is small and the points line up very well 8) Extract the surface mesh using a constrained elastic creating a visually "correct" model when viewed closely, surface-net algorithm [22] or the Marching Cubes however after registering many frames it can be seen that algorithm [23] there is an introduced curvature to the recovered surface. D. Local surface models To help counteract this effect, we utilize the 3DOF IMU to provide more information about the orientation of the device.
Experiments have been performed to both evaluate the
The IMU provides us with a quatemion representing absolute accuracy of the reconstruction system and to create 3D orientation in 3D space. We enforce the fact that the change models of real-world objects in the field. Results from in orientation as computed from the visual system must be field experiments near Holetown, Barbados show the reconconsistent with the change in the absolute orientation of struction of a coral bed and sections of a sunken barge the device. This is accomplished by transformning the IMU lying in the Folkstone Marine Reserve. Sample qualitative orientation change, reconstructions from underwater sequences are shown in Figure 4 . As in the 2D case, the problem of segmenting a 3D range of applications where the raw data must be segmented dataset can be expressed as a graph cut problem, with the cut into semantically important structures for later processing. dividing the foreground voxels from the background voxels.
Consider the recovered surface model shown in Figure 4 . The 3D segmentation process begins by converting the input For some applications -such as investigating the cause of 3D polygon or point cloud representation into a discrete 3D the sinking -the surface that belongs to the wreck may be voxel grid. A graph is created, where a node in the graph of interest while for other applications -such as monitoring is used to represent each non-empty voxel. Adjacent nonecosystem health -the surface that belongs to the coral may empty voxels are considered to be connected nodes. A sink be more salient. For these and similar applications automatic node and a source node are added to the graph with edges and semi-automatic tools are required to segment the dataset to each voxel node. Weighting heuristics are applied to the into appropriate components. It is interesting to observe that voxel graph in a similar fashion to that performed on the this problem is not unique to the 3D environment. through the 3D voxel scene. An arbitrary number of voxels EDGE WEIGHT CALCULATIONS FOR VOXEL GRAPH. may be marked by the user and the view of the 3D scene can be translated and rotated to allow the user to mark voxels that may be hidden in some views. In addition to each voxel possessing a color value, a voxel has a state attribute. This being more likely to be marked as foreground, and similarly state attribute can be one of the following four values: empty, for background. colored, foreground, or background.
A penalty term is assigned to adjacent nodes along the
The task of marking the voxels is simply an instance of segmentation boundary proportional to the difference tfl the common problem of 3D ray-picking. When a user wishes color The edge weight between these adjacent nodes thus to mark a voxel, the 2D window-coordinate of the mouse increases in proportion with the color similarity of the two position is converted into a 3D ray directed into the 3D voxel nodes, so that similar color nodes are less likely to be on grid. Each voxel intersected along the ray into the grid is different sides of the segmentation boundary. A small color tested. The first non-empty voxel encountered is tagged. difference between adjacent voxel nodes results in a large A graph is then constructed in which a node exists in the weight for their shared edge, and a large color difference graph for each non-empty voxel and edges are constructed results in a small weight.
between nodes that represent adjacent cells in the voxel Table I nodes that are connected to the source in the resulting cut are labelled as foreground nodes, and all nodes that are a) Create a graph node.
connected to the sink are labelled as background nodes. The b) Create an edge from this node to each node that dataset is now fully labelled and can be redisplayed using corresponds to an adjacent voxel. this semantic information. c) Create an edge from the source terminal node to Once the nodes in the graph have been marked the surface this node.
reconstruction can be performed. Points contained within d) Add an edge from this node to the sink terminal voxels with corresponding graph nodes marked as foreground node. are identified as foreground points. The remaining points If the node is tagged as foreground, then the edge from the are background points. A variation of the Marching Cubes source terminal is assigned a weight of oo. If the node is algorithm [23] is applied to the foreground points to generate tagged as background, then the edge from this node to the a 3D texture-mapped triangle mesh representation of the sink terminal is given a weight of oc.
foreground object. Graph edge weights are established so that edges connecting similar voxels have a high weight, while edges B Example segmentation connecting dissimilar voxels have a low weight. Similar to Figure 6 shows the results of segmenting a coral growth the method used by [24] the colors in the foreground and from the 3D mesh recovered from a wreck in the Folkstone background seeds are clustered using the k-means method Marine Reserve, Barbados. The growth in the lower left [25] .
hand view of Figure 6 (a) was segmented by having the For each node in the graph, the minimum distance from its user identify sample regions of the mesh as corresponding color to the foreground and background colors is computed. to either foreground or background (Figure 6(b) ). The 3D This information regarding the likelihood of a node being Lazy Snapping algorithm was then used to automatically foreground or background is represented as the weight be-identify regions as being foreground (here the coral growth) tween the node and the source and sink nodes. This has the or the background (everything else). Elements of the raw effect of making nodes with similar colors to the foreground point cloud that correspond to the foreground volume were then used to construct a textured mesh surface using the be used to overcome many of these difficulties. Results from Marching Cubes algorithm. The resulting segmented coral land-based experiments demonstrate the accuracy of our growth is shown in Figure 6(c)-(d 
